
July 28, 2017  

Kipp Schulties Golf Design 
123 Andros Harbor Place 
Jupiter, FL.  33458 
 
Dear Mr. Schulties, 
 
I wish this would have been a letter of commendation instead of a letter of condemnation.  To say that I am 
disappointed in the outcome of our golf course rejuvenation is not explicit enough. But it is what it is, so this letter is not 
meant to further disparage you, but to get some information why and how it ended up like it did.  As an equity 
mandatory member I was responsible for part of your $265K fee so my questions are posed to you as a patron not an 
antagonist and I expect a commensurate answer. 
 
I am but one of the many unhappy Delaire members who would like to know if our board has contacted you to remedy 
the situation. We heard what a great reputation you had, but our results do not enhance your prominence. What is most 
bothersome for the members, is the brown pine straw. The straw is not only irritating to hit off, it is ugly, blows away 
and leaves the underbrush with weeds. The straw is an eye sore on the golf course, as well as the view from the homes 
facing the fairways.  Was the pine straw implemented at your suggestion?  Golf course views once considered an 
attraction in the selling of a home, have become a detriment. Our poor sales as compared to other golf communities 
make that apparent.  
 
Accompanying this letter is a copy of what we were promised by our Board.  On December 20, 2015, at the Town Hall 
meeting prior to the vote, you were enthusiastic about the project as presented to the members with great fanfare and 
it appeared as if you were in agreement with their promises.  As I am sure you are now aware, the renovation has fallen 
well short of the expectations of most members. 

What I would like to understand is the scope of the work you were engaged to handle?  It appears that much of the 
work has been or is being done by Delaire employees and contractors.  It also appeared that way when construction was 
fully under way.  Are you still involved in this project or has your part of the work been accepted by Delaire?  Where did 
Southeastern’s work begin and end, if you know?  If so, when was your portion of the work accepted as substantially 
complete?  Some members have suggested that your E & O insurance should cover the additional costs incurred to try 
and right this project.  I maintain that is not fair until we can determine exactly the obligations you had to Delaire. 
  
 
  

 
Manfred Brecker 
4430 LIVE OAK BLVD 
DELRAY BEACH FL.33445 
Mb3217@aol.com   561 495 1468 

   

 

mailto:Mb3217@aol.com


 Many Delairians are anxious to get your input and we await your reply.  I would hate to see a project like this sully your 
good name, when it appears that many of the issues were self-inflicted by some of the amateurs involved in the Delaire 
project.  If you could please shed some light on the aforementioned issues, it would be most welcome. 

Thanking you for any effort put forth on our behalf 

Very truly yours, 

Manfred Brecker 

Scroll down for Town Hall recap and Good Life Renovation Details

PETE
Line



From: Delaire"s Office
To: admin@delaire.org
Subject: Delaire Town Hall Meeting Recap from Art Newman, Steve Salzman and Ron Ellish
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2015 2:01:12 PM

Dear Members:
 
What an exciting and informative Town Hall meeting we had this past Sunday, December 20. The Board wants
 to thank all of the approximately 300 members who attended. We know that many of you came away with a
 much clearer understanding of the proposed golf course enhancement project.   For those that could not
 attend, this will serve as a recap of the meeting.
 
Presentations were made by Kipp Schulties, our golf course renovation architect and by Travis McCoy, our new
 golf course superintendent, describing their experiences participating in golf course renovations at other high-
end country clubs.  Kipp also presented aerial pictures of the proposed renovations to certain of our golf holes.
 
An overview of the history of this project and the items that had been considered by the Golf Facilities
 Enhancement Ad Hoc Committee, Greens Committee, Golf Committee, the four focus groups and many other
 members was also discussed.
 
Some of the most significant items discussed during the Town Hall meeting:
 

1.       Greens – The greens on the Brown course will be built to USGA specification.  The greens on
 the Blue and Orange courses are built to USGA specification, but will be renovated to ensure
 consistency of all 27 greens.

2.       Cart Paths – Travis & Kipp have reviewed the cart paths and it is their recommendation to
 remove all of the asphalt and install concrete paths with a small rolled curbing at the tees and
 greens and/or native type paths.  Most of the existing cart paths will be removed in the fairways. 
 Travis & Kipp are also considering areas where cart paths could be moved so that they are
 hidden from view.  Concrete is permanent while asphalt will require continuous maintenance.

3.       Lakes – Most of the lakes will be dewatered, dredged and then refilled.  The lake banks will be
 sloped to meet current Palm Beach County codes.  Once the lakes are done, actions will be
 taken to ensure their continued maintenance. Those that attended the meeting heard from a lake
 maintenance expert and we intend to implement his recommendations. 

4.       Practice facility – A major issue with the driving range is that there are not adequate hitting areas
 to allow proper healing of the grass on the hitting surface.  Travis and Kipp have reconfigured
 the driving range to increase the hitting areas on each side from 9 spots to 14 spots. The width
 of the range will be less than previously proposed.  The length of the range will increase on the
 East side by approximately 25 yards.  There will be a practice fairway bunker on each end of the
 range.   The existing short game area will move to the East of the present position to be out of
 reach of the East side of the driving range. Travis & Kipp are also considering placing a chipping
 green near the existing putting green.

5.       Restrooms – The interior of the restrooms will be renovated.
6.       Brown 1 & 2 – Last year’s plan proposed that Brown 1 become a par 5 and Brown 2 become a

 par 4.  Travis eliminated this proposal because he needs this area for storage.  The green of
 Brown 1 will move left and a rock wall will separate the green from an enlarged lake which will
 also greatly enhance the view upon exiting of the Club.

7.       Brown 5 – The Lake on the right side of the fairway will be enlarged into the fairway. The green
 complex will move to the right as many golf balls are hit to the left of that green and end up out
 of bounds.
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8. Brown 7 – Based on the input from the focus groups, the middle bunker will be removed.
9.       Brown 9 – Last year’s plan called for the green complex to move 60 yards shorter and the tee

 boxes moved back. There was going to be a practice area behind the new greens complex. 
 After several meetings with the City of Delray Beach tree official, it was determined that the cost
 would be prohibitive to remove all the trees presently there and transplant them to other parts of
 the course.  This hole will remain unchanged with the addition of three fairway bunkers; one on
 the left and two on the right to frame out the hole from the tee box.

10.    Blue 4 – The green complex will be moved left and the front bunker will be removed.  This was
 done so we don’t have to be “in the office” on the right side

11.    Blue 5 – The right (Canal) side of the fairway will be elevated in keys areas with plantings.
12.    Blue 9 – The greens complex will move to the left with a rock wall separating the water from the

 green.  This will be a great look from the clubhouse dining room.
13.    Orange 7 – The tee box area will be raised and the greens complex will move to the right thereby

 eliminating the need for a free drop area.  A rock wall will separate the green from the water.
 This hole will become our signature hole.

14.     Orange 8 & 9 – Both greens will be redesigned for more pin placements and a more reasonable
 playing surface.
 

The Golf Facilities Enhancement Ad Hoc Committee, Greens Committee and Golf Committee held lengthy
 discussions regarding the timing of the project and considered the various scenarios of completing 27 holes in
 one year, completing 9 holes per year for three years, or completing 18 holes and the range in the first year
 and 9 holes in the second year. Many of the committee members involved in the discussions are year round
 members.  Cost savings, cross contamination, heavy construction equipment, noise, dust and inconvenience
 were several of the reasons that led each of the committees to unanimously recommend to the Board that the
 project be completed in one year.
 
At the Town Hall meeting, there was also much discussion regarding the above timing.  Based on member
 input, a straw poll was taken at the meeting.  The membership in attendance at the meeting was
 overwhelmingly in favor of completing the entire 27 hole project in 2016.  The Golf Facilities Enhancement Ad
 Hoc Committee will be discussing with the contractors the consideration of a modified phasing of the project
 allowing at least nine holes to be playable into May.  This will allow the possibility of nine holes opening up
 earlier in the fall than anticipated.  Upon completion of the project, it has been determined that scatter/random
 travel of golf carts on the fairways will be permissible.
 
Trent Squire has been in communication with the general manager of Bocaire.  Their Board of Governors has
 authorized their general manager to make arrangements with Trent to allow our members full access to their
 facilities.  Bocaire is also anticipating renovating their course in 2017 or 2018 and we will reciprocate at that
 time.  Further details will be disseminated to our members once Trent has finalized the details.  Trent has also
 made arrangement to provide transportation from Delaire to Bocaire for those not wanting to drive their own
 vehicles. 
 
The total Project cost as of this date is approximately $4.57 million.   These costs are based on receiving bids of
 renovating 18 holes in 2016 and 9 holes in 2017.  We are being advised that the cost savings of renovating all
 27 holes in 2016 could be in the range of $200,000.  The Golf Facilities Enhancement Ad Hoc Committee will
 be meeting with the selected contractors to finalize the cost savings attributable to the 27 hole renovation and
 will be negotiating to obtain other cost savings.
 
Regions Bank, our lender for the clubhouse renovation, has issued a Term Sheet to the Club for a line of credit
 of $2.5 million at very favorable interest rates.  The Term Sheet is subject to the approval of the project by our
 membership.  We would like to thank Murray Gross and David Carver for their work on securing this line of



 credit.
 
The Board of Governors met on December 21st and unanimously approved the following for the Golf Course
 Enhancement Project;

1.       The renovation of 27 holes in 2016.
2.       A cost for the Project not to exceed $4.4 million.
3.       An expenditure of $1.5 million in 2016 from the Reserve for Capital Improvements and Debt Service

 Fund.
4.       $200,000 expenditure per year for five (5) years commencing in 2016 from the Reserve for Capital

 Improvements and Debt Service Fund.
5.       All equity members, except Associate members, will pay a capital assessment of $1,200 per year for

 five (5) years commencing in 2016, payable in two equal annual installments of $600 in November
 and December of each year.
 

A ballot will be sent to all eligible equity members next week to obtain their vote on the proposed project.
 

Let’s all do the right thing for Delaire and support this important project.
 

If you have any questions or comments or would like to see the complete plans, please feel free to contact Ron
 Ellish, Steve Salzman, Jeff White, Trent Squire or Art Newman.
 
 
On behalf of the Board of Governors and the Golf Facilities Enhancement Ad Hoc Committee,
 

Art Newman
President

Steve Salzman
Co-Chair

Ron Ellish
Co-Chair
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